In 4.B.2.b, the solicitation references an Excel document that is provided in Appendix B. Could no

round 2

Will the T&E team provide datacube-like data for TA2 only performers? What is the expectation

Absolute radiometric calibration is a process that converts the voltage recorded by a satellite sensor or

See BAA Section 5.A.1 (a-e), pages 48 thru 49.

Regarding the IARPA Smart BAA, I would like a clarification.

How will the government evaluate an offer for 'solely' proprietary offer or a hybrid offer

Per section 1.H.2 sites visits are required up to four times per year. Will all subcontractors be

Table 1 gives a metric threshold on False Positive Rate (FPR), but this rate is not defined in Section 1.F

This is a business decision on the part of the offeror in developing its technical and cost

See BAA Page 6, footnote #1

Paragraph 4.B.1.a Section 1: Cover sheet & Transmittal Letter states the following: "type contract vehicle


In 4.B.2, the Offeror would have 10 business days from notification by the Contracting

There are two types of instruments that may be awarded under this BAA: procurement or other

The > 8,000 square meters references the minimum size of the area, in which an event or activity

Government Responses

Yes, our process of only requesting full Cost Volumes from those offerors that have been

In the past. What is IARPA's intention for not requesting the full Cost Proposal? Does the Cost

This is a deviation from other government efforts that we have proposed

Yes, our process of only requesting full Cost Volumes from those offerors that have been

We currently work at the ODNI. Are we prohibited to participate in this effort? It has nothing to do with

Could we charge for a license as part of the SMART program?

Proposer we submit at negotiations have to match the total cost requested when we submit our

in the past. What is IARPA's intention for not requesting the full Cost Proposal? Does the Cost

See response to Question 5

No, not a full Cost Proposal. This is a deviation from other government efforts that we have proposed

According to 4.B.2, the Offeror would have 10 business days from notification by the Contracting

Foreign entities and/or individuals may participate to the extent that such participants comply with any

Regarding the IARPA Smart BAA, I would like a clarification.

IARPA will accept questions until March 6, 2020 @ 5:00 P.M. EST - via email at iarpa-baa-19-

In the RFI it is mentioned in limited number of active sensors global data sources and

Could we charge for a license as part of the SMART program?

Space-Based Machine Automated Recognition Technique (SMART) Program

Table 1: Page 25

INFORMATION

The purpose of TA–2 is to develop algorithms capable of BAS over

The > 8,000 square meters references the minimum size of the area, in which an event or activity

See response to question 22.

The Government will evaluate proposals on a "solely" proprietary and "hybrid" capabilities basis as

See response to Question 32

See response to Question 27

See response to Question 10

See response to Question 8

See response to Question 1

See response to Question 26

See response to Question 21

See response to Question 18

See response to Question 15

See response to Question 14

See response to Question 1

The Government will evaluate proposals on a "solely" proprietary and "hybrid" capabilities basis as

The > 8,000 square meters references the minimum size of the area, in which an event or activity

The > 8,000 square meters references the minimum size of the area, in which an event or activity

See Section 4.B.2.a - "BAA MUST HAVE" items

The purpose of TA–2 is to develop algorithms capable of BAS over

The purpose of TA–2 is to develop algorithms capable of BAS over